Transcript
Rocky Mountaineer GoldLeaf Service
[Inspiring music plays throughout]
00:00:00 - 00:00:11
[Animation: The Rocky Mountaineer logo is shown in the centre of the screen
The GoldLeaf logo is then shown in the centre of the screen]
[Video: A couple walks beside and then boards a train.]
[Text on Screen: What Awaits You In GoldLeaf Service?]
00:00:11 - 00:00:18
[Video: The couple walks down the aisle of the train and finds their seats.]
[Text on Screen: Absolute Comfort]
00:00:18 - 00:00:26
[Video: The couple looks out the window at the scenery.
Another guest is then seen pulling out and reading the “Mile Post”
An employee is seen cheersing the guests sitting in the Glass Dome]
[Text on Screen: Bi-Level, Glass-Dome Coach
Reclining, Spacious Seating]
00:00:26 - 00:00:41
[Video: The guests look out the dome at the mountainous landscape, the landscape is
then shown on the full screen.
Rivers and fast flowing water are shown. We see a guest looking out a viewing platform.
A shot of the sun rising through the clouds.
A woman looking out the viewing platform at the scenery smiling is shown.]
[Text on Screen: Unobstructed Views
Full Glass-Dome Windows

Exclusive Outdoor Viewing Platform
Daylight-Only Journey for Ideal Viewing]
00:00:41 - 00:00:58
[Video: Two women sitting in a viewing car are seen talking and laughing.
An employee is serving drinks.
Scones on white plates are being handed out to guests by an employee.
More food and drinks are being served.
A variety of landscape shots are shown]
[Text on Screen: Unparalleled Service
Four Hosts Plus A Full Culinary Team]
00:00:58 - 00:01:11
[Video: A salmon dinner being prepared and finished is shown.
An employee walks through the dining car.
A couple looks at a menu and then three dishes are being served by an employee.]
[Text on Screen: Gourmet Cuisine
Menus Designed By Executive Chefs
Served in Lower-Level Dining Room]
00:01:11 - 00:01:19
[Video: A guest is shown looking out the glass dome at a river.
A bald eagle is shown flying over the water.
The train turns a corner to show forests and rivers. Wildlife is seen in a field.
[Text on Screen: Wild Encounters]
00:01:19 - 00:01:26
[Video: A shot looking back at the many train cars driving through a forested area is
shown.

Guests are taking pictures through the glass dome.
A panoramic view shows a forested and mountainous landscape with the train driving
through it]
[Text on Screen: And Landscapes That Leave A Lifetime Of Memories]
[Animation: The Rocky Mountaineer logo and tagline appears.]

